N5000 SERIES

fine tools for doing and making things
8 inch/210mm
N5210
DRESSMAKING SHEARS
STOFFSCHERE
CISEAUX DE COUTURIERE
FORBICI PER SARTINA

MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL WITH VANADIUM

8 1/2 inch/220mm
N5220
DRESSMAKING SHEARS
STOFFSCHERE
CISEAUX DE COUTURIERE
FORBICI PER SARTINA

N5220L LEFT
MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL WITH VANADIUM

6 1/2 inch/165mm
N5165
SEWING SCISSORS
NAHSCHERE
CISEAUX DE COUTURE
FORBICI PER CASA MIS.GRANDE

MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL WITH VANADIUM

5 1/2 inch/135mm
N5135
EMBROIDERY SCISSORS
STICKSCHEERE
CISEAUX POUR BRODERIE
FORBICI PER CASA MIS.MEDIA

MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL WITH VANADIUM

4 inch/100mm
N5100
NEEDLE CRAFT SCISSORS
FEINE STICKSCHEERE
CISEAUX POUR TRAVAUX MINUTIEUX
FORBICI PER RICAMO

MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL WITH VANADIUM
8 inch/210mm
N5210L LEFT
DRESMAKING SHEARS
STOFFSCHERE
CISEAUX DE COUTURIERE
FORBICI PER SARTINA
MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL WITH VANADIUM

9 inch/230mm
N5230
BENT TRIMMER SHEARS
ZUSCHNEIDESCHERE
CISEAUX DE COUTURIERE
FORBICI PER SARTINA
N5230 KE
MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL WITH VANADIUM

10 inch/250mm
N5250
DRESMAKING SHEARS
ZUSCHNEIDESCHERE
CISEAUX DE COUTURIERE
FORBICI PER SARTINA
N5250 SE N5250 KE
MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL WITH VANADIUM

11 inch/275mm
N5275
N5275 SE N5275 KE
MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL WITH VANADIUM

8 inch/200mm
N5350
PINKING SHEARS
ZACKENSCHERE
CISEAUX CRANTEURS
FORBICE A ZIG ZAG
COMFORTABLE LIGHT WEIGHT HANDLE MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL
4 3/4 inch / 120mm
N5125
THREAD CLIPS
FADENSNIPPER
COUPE-FILES
RASAFILO

ERGONOMICALLY STYLED GRIP MADE OF "ELASTOMER SOFT PLASTIC"
FOR MAXIMUM EASE OF HANDLING

N5120
SNIPPITS
THREAD SNIPPERS
RINGFINGERSCHERE
COUPE FILS COURT
RASAFIRO

MADE OF FINE STAINLESS STEEL

6inch / 150mm
N5150MPW
MULTI-PURPOSE SCISSORS
ALLZWECKSCHERE
CISEAUX MULTI-USAGES
FORBICI MULTI-PURPOSE

MULTI-PURPOSE SCISSORS SUITABLE FOR DO-IT-YOURSELF,
HOBBY, CRAFT, QUILTING, SEWING AND MANY OTHER USES.

5045
WHEEL CUTTER
ROLLSCHNEIDER
ROULETTE A DECOUPER
CUTTER A ROTELLA

FOR CUTTING CLOTH, LEATHER, VINYL, FILM, PAPER
45mm DIAMETER TUNGSTEN STEEL BLADE

5045BL STREIGHT BLADE
5045PBL PINKING BLADE
5045WBL WAVE BLADE

5028
WHEEL CUTTER
ROLLSCHNEIDER
ROULETTE A DECOUPER
CUTTER A ROTELLA

FOR CUTTING CLOTH, LEATHER, VINYL, FILM, PAPER
28mm DIAMETER TUNGSTEN STEEL BLADE

FOR 5028 WHEEL CUTTER
5028BL STREIGHT BLADE

CUTTING MAT
SCHNEIDEUNTERLAGE
SUPPORT DE COUPE
TAVOLA PER TAGLIO

CB-200: 1,000mm x 2,000mm
CB-143: 600mm x 1,430mm
CB-1 : 600mm x 900mm
CB-2 : 450mm x 600mm
CB-3 : 150mm x 460mm

SELF HEALING, BOTH SIDES USE
THICKNESS 1.5mm